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Award Designation and Category:  
SILVER Multicultural  
 
Campaign Title: Yes! To Census 2020  

 
Year the campaign took place: 2020 
 
Brand: City Of Houston and Harris County 
 
Creative Agency: Lopez Negrete Communications 
(lead agency), The Black Sheep Agency (women-
owned creative services), January Advisors (data 
analytics agency), Solutions Marketing Group 
(specialist firm on people with disabilities), 
TouchPoint Strategies (Black-owned, veteran-owned 
public engagement)  
  
Media Company/Agency: Lopez Negrete 
Communications 
Research Company: n/a 
Additional Affiliated Companies: n/a 
 
 
 
 

 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Harris County and the City of Houston were predicted to have a significant 
undercount in the 2020 Census due to large “hard to count” (HTC) 
populations (primarily multicultural segments who are afraid to respond to 
the Census). This made Harris County highly vulnerable losing billions of 
dollars in annual federal funding.  
  
Our research focused on talking to HTCs in their community and in-
language. We discovered that for HTC populations, who delivers the 
message is just as important as what message is delivered. This insight  
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led to “Yes! To Census 2020”, a broad and 
decentralized campaign that empowered trusted community voices to deliver 
a tailored and customized positive affirmation to participate in the 
census. Houston ended up significantly exceeding the census forecasted self-
response rate.     
 
 
Consumer Insight  
 
For Hard To Count populations, who delivers the message is just as 
important as what message is delivered. 
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Marketing Challenge 
 
Harris County, encompassing Houston and other cities, had the lowest 
predicted Census 2020 self-response rate among the top 10 US metropolitan 
areas due to its large “hard to count” (HTC) populations. The low self-
response rate made Harris County highly vulnerable to an undercount of the 
actual resident population. Given that billions of dollars of incremental 
federal funding (such as Medicare, Medicaid, SCHIP, etc.) are allocated 
based on the decennial census counts, the county and city stood to lose 
billions of dollars annually in funding.  
  
HTC populations are defined as groups that are either hard to locate, hard to 
enumerate, hard to persuade, or hard to interview. The top groups in this 
case were: immigrants, minorities, people with disabilities, those who are 
anti-government, LGBTQ+ individuals, families with young children, and 
those displaced by disasters. Not only is the population of Harris county 
characterized by having large counts of these population groups, but to 
complicate matters, the HTC segments were not homogenous and their 
reasons for avoiding the census and the specific barriers they faced varied 
considerably by segment.   
  
In the previous 2010 Census, the US Census Bureau conducted a national, 
well-funded advertising campaign to drive participation. However, in 2020 
the campaign budget was half of what was spent in 2010. Additionally, a 
deliberate effort was made by the Secretary of Commerce (which oversees 
the US Census Bureau) to discourage non-citizens from responding to 
the 2020 Census by pushing for the inclusion of a citizenship question. This 
was intended to instill fear in immigrant communities. Without additional 
outreach, entities such as Houston/Harris county with large HTCs were likely 
to lose out. Because of this, many states chose to invest their own money 
into creating local campaigns to drive participation and avoid a costly 
undercount. For example, the State of California invested over $187 million 
in outreach; however, Texas chose not to fund any 2020 Census outreach 
whatsoever. Therefore, Harris County/City of Houston found themselves in a 
situation requiring them to create their own campaign, in order to attempt 
avoiding a severe undercount that would be financially disastrous to the 
region.  
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Thus, the marketing challenge was to communicate a highly tailored 
message across a number of different touchpoints, using a variety of 
different RTBs, delivered by unpaid stakeholders and trusted voices that 
could live under a unified umbrella campaign. The campaign would need to 
have a strong, recognizable identity but have the versatility to deliver the 
very tailored, specific messages to each HTS audience and live in harmony 
with the national mass media campaign. This had to be done without any 
meaningful mass-media dollars and in a highly charged political landscape 
and a global pandemic.  
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Methodology  
 
The US Census had conducted preliminary research on HTC audiences at a 
national level and had uncovered that appeals to community were superior 
to personal appeals in convincing HTC respondents. However, since 30% 
of Houston is foreign-born and has over 138 different languages 
spoken within the region, we needed to go deeper to 
understand what the specific Houston HTC communities’ barriers were and 
the attending messaging that might be used.   
  
In order to find insights into the type of messaging we would need to 
develop, we conducted extensive research among “trusted voices” from 
the Hispanic, Vietnamese, Chinese, African 
American, Pakistani, Indian, persons with 
disabilities, and LGBTQ+ communities in Houston. Trusted voices 
were recognized community leaders, advocates, radio personalities, etc. 
Speaking to these individuals allowed us to understand the composition of 
the community, what were some of the main issues being faced by their 
members, and what media and communication avenues might work best.   

  
The trusted voices also solved an additional complication to the research: In 
order to truly talk to those who were unlikely to respond to the census, we 
needed to recruit people who by their very nature are difficult 
to find. HTC individuals would not be on the radar of any traditional 
recruiting services or lists. Rather, some of our trusted voices supplied the 
recruitment; they provided the trust and reassurance that respondents 
needed to commit to talking about the census freely and openly.  

  
Thus, we followed up the trusted voices research with in-language focus 
groups in Spanish, Urdu, Hindi, Vietnamese, and Mandarin. These were 
conducted in venues deep within each of these immigrant 
communities. Additionally, we held groups among persons with disabilities, 
LGBTQ+ individuals, and non-Hispanic White government-
apprehensive respondents.   

  
We found both common and segment-specific barriers, motivators and 
influencers, and differentiated specific messages by segment that would lead  
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to increased census survey completion. We learned from the research that to 
ensure proper message reception and encourage participation, the campaign 
needed to avoid having a “government” look and feel.   

  
Most importantly, however, was the finding that who delivered the message 
was just as important as what message was delivered. That the message 
had to come from individuals they knew and trusted to have their best 
interests at heart. This group had to provide 
the positive affirmation to those hesitant to respond to the census.   

  
This had a profound impact on campaign development, as it meant that 
we had to design a campaign that could be executed not just in typical 
advertising media but rather in a broad – and truly 
grassroots – decentralized manner. The campaign would need to feel organic 
and approachable, with common “affinity layers,” such as faith-based 
organizations, sports, Super Neighborhoods, health clinics, and 
schools with specific – nuanced - materials 
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Creative Execution 
 
Creative idea: Based on our findings, we developed a campaign that aimed 
to empower individuals, leaders, community groups, teachers, religious 
figures, advocates, sports figures, the tools, and messaging to amplify their 
voices and exhort positive affirmation for responding to the census. We 
wanted to give people the reasons and comfort to say Yes! To Census 2020. 
To drive home the point that by saying “Yes!” they were playing a role in 
securing funding that improves their community and lives. It was an 
invitation to say Yes! To Census 2020, with a consistent look and feel, but 
highly customized by audience, by piece, by stakeholder and by micro-
geography.   

  
Campaign materials: To empower and enable the many stakeholders willing 
to drive the complete census message, we created an array of assets in 
several languages with nuanced messaging for each specific segment. This 
gave the campaign county-wide consistency and amplification while 
addressing specific drivers by audience.   

  
Training and resources: We created an online environment landing page to 
keep stakeholders and trusted voices updated on the initiative, including 
actionable research findings, messaging, access to creative assets, 
marketing results, and real-time reporting on census survey 
completion: www.harrishoustoncounts.com/houstoncouncilmembers.  

  
Organic social media content and calendars: Monthly social media calendars 
with weekly content for Facebook, Instagram and Twitter were created 
in various languages with visual assets for public consumption. Weekly 
content was created and leveraged by subject matter experts, stakeholders, 
trusted voices and the general public.  

  
Influencer program: To spread awareness and incite word of mouth for the 
Yes! To Census 2020 campaign, we employed hyperlocal social media 
influencers to spread our message to undercounted communities. Influencers 
created and published relevant Census 2020 content on an ongoing basis. 
Content consisted of informational and educational subject matter and 
included visual assets such as photos and videos.  
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Mural program: We created a public-facing, grassroots communications 
campaign comprising diverse community partners to create colorful, life-
affirming murals to creatively and holistically convey the Census 2020 
message. In pre-identified undercounted communities, local artists worked 
with community residents to create the dynamic murals that reflect each 
area’s unique character, ethnicities, needs and dreams.  

  
Since the campaign was designed to leverage PSAs, publicly owned media 
(such as city property, Metro buses, etc.), earned media and donated media, 
we had a minimal paid media budget, however, due to the design of the 
program and the nature of the outreach, we were able to deliver the media 
impact of a much larger and more expensive campaign. We had a production 
budget of $600,000.  
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
The campaign succeeded in surpassing the US Census forecast for self-
response rates for the Houston metro area. The forecast for Houston was 
55%, while the actual self-response rate was 63%; this is a 114 index to 
forecast. In fact, compared to the other top 10 metros in the 
country, Houston’s self-response rate exceeded forecast by a 
higher number than all other metros with the exception of Los Angeles. That 
is a remarkable feat given that LA benefitted from a $300 million State of 
California Census campaign (the state of Texas spent absolutely nothing).   
  
Metro  Predicted  Actual  Index  
New York City  58%  63%  109  
Los Angeles  55%  65%  118  
Chicago  61%  67%  110  
Philadelphia  65%  57%  88  
Dallas  59%  64%  108  
Washington, DC  63%  64%  102  
Houston  55%  63%  114  
San Francisco  62%  67%  108  
Boston  67%  60%  89  
Atlanta  58%  63%  109  
  
Harris County also exceeded – by a tiny margin – the self-response rate for 
the State of Texas overall, despite the fact that Houston had a much higher 
concentration of Hard To Count audiences.  
  
To gauge how important avoiding an undercount is, one only needs to see 
the first set of results of the 2020 Census released April 30 for the purpose 
of congressional redistricting: the State of New York lost a congressional 
seat after coming up 89 people short. Instead, that House seat went to 
Minnesota, which happened to have the highest self-response rate among all 
50 states. The State of Texas was expected to 
receive three additional House seats based on population growth estimates 
by the census, but only secured two based on the actual enumeration from 
the census.    
  
Finally, it is important to appreciate that these results were achieved without 
significant mass media dollars and under the most adverse possible 
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conditions: election year anti-immigration rhetoric, explicit political attempts 
to undermine the census counts, an environment of widespread racial 
unrest, and a pandemic.   
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